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Abstract – Microarray analyses have become an important tool in animal genomics. While their use is becoming widespread, there is still a lot of ongoing research regarding the analysis of microarray data. In the context of a European Network of Excellence, 31 researchers representing 14 research groups from 10 countries performed and discussed the statistical analyses
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of real and simulated 2-colour microarray data that were distributed among participants. The real data consisted of 48 microarrays from a disease challenge experiment in dairy cattle, while the simulated data consisted of 10 microarrays from a direct comparison of two treatments (dye-balanced). While there was broader agreement with regards to methods of microarray normalisation and significance testing, there were major differences with regards to quality control. The quality control approaches varied from none, through using statistical weights, to omitting a large number of spots or omitting entire slides. Surprisingly, these very different approaches gave quite similar results when applied to the simulated data, although not all participating groups analysed both real and simulated data. The workshop was very successful in facilitating interaction between scientists with a diverse background but a common interest in microarray analyses.

gene expression / two colour microarray / statistical analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent development of high throughput gene-expression technologies, such as microarrays, has given rise to a plethora of new research hypotheses and possibilities. Extensive reviews are available about the application [3], design [6], and analysis [12] of microarray studies. In livestock, microarrays have been proposed to study gene-expression in the parasite (Malaria [13]; Trypanosomosis [8]) as well as host response following infection (e.g. Mycobacterium paratuberculosis infection in cattle [7]; Eimeria infection in poultry [11]). Other applications in livestock include the evaluation of the effects of diet on gene expression in beef cattle [4] and gene expression differences related to differences of muscling in pigs [5].

In a recent review, Allison et al. outline the areas of consensus and outstanding questions with regards to microarray analysis [2]. Some points of consensus regarding data analysis as presented by those authors [2] were the following: (1) many methods exist for the pre-processing (normalisation, etc.) of two-colour microarrays, but there is no clear winner and none were discussed in detail; (2) using fold-change alone as a test for differential expression is inefficient; (3) false discovery rate is a good alternative to conventional multiple testing; and (4) unsupervised classification is overused and should be validated using re-sampling techniques. The most relevant outstanding questions were [2] the following: (1) the best image processing algorithm; (2) the evaluation of data quality; and (3) the assessment of intersections between sets of findings within and between experiments.

Given the lack of consensus in many areas, especially for the two-colour arrays that are abundant in livestock research, we organised a workshop on the analysis of microarrays. Conferences dealing with the statistical analyses of
microarrays using common sets of data have been successfully organised annually in the United States since 2000 [10] (http://www.camda.duke.edu/). These conferences have been large scale events, attracting 250 or more participants. In contrast, the present workshop was limited to 35 participants to maximise interaction and focussed on microarray experiments in the context of the genetics of host-pathogen interaction in livestock. The workshop was organised through the EC-funded network of excellence (NoE) EADGENE (European Animal Disease Genetics Network of Excellence for Animal Health and Food Safety; http://www.eadgene.info/).

2. WORKSHOP GOALS

The main aim of the workshop was to bring together scientists from within the EADGENE network with an interest in microarray analyses and to facilitate interaction and future collaboration between these scientists. In order to focus the discussions, the workshop was organised around two sets of data, real and simulated, that were distributed among the participants prior to the workshop. The methods of analysis, the interpretation of results and how to use the (quite complex) real experimental design were left to the participants. This was advantageous as it led to very different approaches by different groups. The diversity of approaches was a major contributor to our ability to identify outstanding questions in the treatment of microarray data.

The statistical aspects of a microarray study include the design of the study, the quantification of the hybridisation intensities, the pre-processing and normalisation of data, the inference and classification of results, the biological interpretation and finally the validation of differentially expressed genes as well as other follow-up studies. For practical reasons this workshop only dealt with the following aspects of microarray analysis: (1) some of the pre-processing of the raw microarray intensities (mainly quality control); (2) normalisation of the microarray data; (3) the detection of differentially expressed genes; (4) the clustering and classification analyses of the differentially expressed genes as well as the biological interpretation (real data only).

The workshop format allowed comparison of results for a real microarray experiment that was relevant to the remit of EADGENE as well as simulated data with known parameters, which facilitated a comparison of performance between groups. However, it must be stressed that the interaction among scientists, facilitated through common data sets, was the main objective.
Table I. Overview of workshop participants and acronyms used to describe the groups throughout the four articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Group size</th>
<th>Real data</th>
<th>Simulated data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AARHUS</td>
<td>University of Aarhus, Tjele, Denmark</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDB</td>
<td>University of Córdoba, Spain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAH_C</td>
<td>Institute for Animal Health, Compton, UK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAH_P</td>
<td>Institute for Animal Health, Pirbright, UK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDL</td>
<td>Animal Sciences Group Wageningen UR, Lelystad, NL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRA_J</td>
<td>INRA, Jouy-en-Josas, France</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRA_T</td>
<td>INRA, Castanet-Tolosan, France</td>
<td>(8, 6)a</td>
<td>x (8)</td>
<td>x (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULg</td>
<td>University of Liege, Liege, Belgium</td>
<td>2 x 1b</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTP</td>
<td>Parco Tecnologico Padano, Lodi, Italy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBFA</td>
<td>Research Institute for the Biology of Farm Animals, Dummerstorf, Germany</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSLIN</td>
<td>Roslin Institute, Roslin, UK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLN</td>
<td>University of Ljubljana, Slovenia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUR</td>
<td>Wageningen University and Research Centre, NL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a This group included six members for the analysis of simulated data (four from INRA-Station d’amélioration génétique des animaux and two from INRA-Laboratoire de génétique cellulaire) and eight members for the analysis of real data (four from INRA-Station d’amélioration génétique des animaux, three from INRA-Laboratoire de génétique cellulaire and one from the Paul Sabatier University).

b Two members from different groups within the University of Liege analysed and presented independently.

c This group included two members from Ludwig-Maximilian University in München, and one member of the University of Veterinary Medicine in Hannover.

3. THE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

The data was analysed by 42 participants, representing 14 research groups from 11 EADGENE partners. During a 3-day workshop, attended by 31 participants, all groups presented and discussed their findings. The details of the different groups as well as their acronym and group sizes are presented in Table I. While all participants had shared interests through their involvement in EADGENE, they had varying levels of experience in the analyses of microarray data and different interests in taking part.

Some participants were routinely involved in the analyses of microarrays in their own institutes while others were using this workshop to gain ‘hands-on’ experience with the analyses of microarray data. Some groups had developed sophisticated tools to deal with a specific aspect of microarray analyses and used the workshop to demonstrate or test-drive their approach. Because the
real data was from a mastitis experiment, some participants had a particular interest in this disease and its study \textit{via} microarray analyses.

The detailed results on the analyses of the real data are given by Jaffrézic \textit{et al.} [9] for the quality control, the normalisation and statistical testing and Sørensen \textit{et al.} [14] for the multiple gene analyses. The detailed results of the simulated data analyses are presented by Watson \textit{et al.} [15].

4. OVERVIEW OF DATA

4.1. Real data

The real data consisted of 48 microarrays from an artificial infection experiment in dairy cattle with several time points and two different infectious agents: \textit{Escherichia coli} and \textit{Staphylococcus aureus}.

For further details on the experimental procedures see Jaffrezic \textit{et al.} [9].

The microarray experiment was carried out using the Bovine 20K array (ARK-Genomics: http://www.ark-genomics.org/). A reference design, without dye-swap, was used and the reference sample was made up of a pool of all 48 RNA samples. The resulting microarrays were scanned and data were extracted using BlueFuse (BlueGnome, http://www.cambridgebluegnome.com/bluefuse.htm). No further adjustments or normalisations were made to these data prior to distribution to the participants. The distributed data included an automated annotation of the microarray provided by Mark Fell (Roslin Institute).

4.2. Simulated data

The microarray data were simulated using Simage [1] (http://bioinformatics.biol.rug.nl/websoftware/simage/simage_start.php). This provides a menu-driven interface in which the user can define gene effects as well as numerous noise factors. Using “Simage-R Parameter” we estimated summary statistics from a randomly selected microarray slide from the real data and used this to simulate 10 slides of a direct comparison (A \textit{versus} B) where every second slide had treatments reversed for dyes. Although the parameter settings for the simulated data were derived from a real microarray, a lot of noise was added to really test the QC and normalisation approaches of the various groups. From the 2400 genes that were simulated, 624 were differentially expressed (264 up regulated from A to B and 360 down regulated).
4.3. Differences between real and simulated data

While the simulated data provided a simple A versus B comparison, the real data had the components of time and type of bacteria that were used to infect the cows. The researcher could ask different questions: e.g. which genes are differentially expressed following infection with a specific pathogen? At what time post infection is the differential expression most prominent? What genes are only differentially expressed following infection with one pathogen and not the other? Although unintended as a discussion area for the workshop, the real data did illustrate a problem in experimental design, which was not discovered by a pilot experiment, namely the dependence in gene expression between the udder quarters in the real data.

The results from the workshop may at first glance seem contradictory: the real data results were quite different between groups (both in numbers of differentially expressed genes and gene order) [9] while the results from the simulated data indicate that most of the approaches gave good and comparable results [15]. It could be argued that methods that give similar results for simulated data should give similar results for real data, if the two sets of data are comparable. The difference between the results from real and simulated data is most likely due to differences in the expected statistical power to detect differentially expressed genes between the two sets of data: while the real data consisted of 48 microarrays, any comparison between two time points within an infection had only four microarrays contributing to each time point, while the contrast was indirect via a reference design. The simulated data consisted of 10 microarrays for a direct A versus B comparison making it more powerful than the comparisons within the real data. It could be argued retrospectively that for comparison of methods the real data had too little power and too many possible scenarios to be tested, while the simulated data had too much power to reveal subtle differences between methods. This emphasises the benefits of this kind of workshop, since this finding was only apparent after combining and contrasting the approaches and results of the different groups, and the observation will be fed forward into future workshops.

In the simulated data only two levels of differential expression were simulated: one for up-regulated genes and one for the down-regulated genes. Even so, the mixture model distributions of test statistics showed that the various noise contributions produced symmetrical distributions for the up and down regulated genes. The simulated data was notably different from real data [15], but still allowed valuable comparisons of approaches to analysis. The simulated data did confirm that when the power of an experiment is high, many of the specific differences between the methods that are applied may become
less crucial, provided that they deal adequately with high levels of technical bias or noise. At the same time, many microarray experiments have moderate to low power and hence comparison of methods on the basis of real data has considerable merit.

5. QUESTIONS, CONSENSUS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Quality Control (QC)

The approaches presented during the workshop showed most divergence at the QC stage. In terms of QC of the real data, several groups used the spot quality indicators provided by the scanning software (Bluefuse) to make decisions about excluding spots from the analysis. Other groups indicated that they would normally take account of background intensities for quality control but Bluefuse does not use a measure of background intensity from pixels around the spot, nor does it make an explicit estimate from within-spot pixels, and therefore the background intensities were not provided for the real data. One group re-estimated background from the data provided and used ratios between signal and inferred background to exclude bad spots while another group excluded spots on the basis of absolute intensity (mainly for the simulated data). Further to omitting bad spots based on quality indicators or (relative) intensity, some groups omitted entire slides from further analyses based on QC criteria. As an alternative to using quality indicators to include or omit spots from further analyses, one group used quality indicators as statistical weights in both normalisation and analysis of the microarrays.

The different approaches for QC led to some groups omitting no spots at all while other groups omitted many spots and even entire slides (up to two or three slides for the simulated data). Removing spots from subsequent analyses often renders the statistical model unbalanced and reduces the degrees of freedom, and hence the power of the test for a single gene. The effect of removing spots on normalisation, shrinkage of gene variance and multiple testing may counterbalance the loss of power, but these effects are less predictable. Therefore, approaches that utilise all spots but account for different quality of spots deserve further attention.

Another point of discussion was when to apply the QC: It was argued that outlier spots can only be identified after normalisation has taken account of spatial effects but the counter argument was that spots with saturated intensity measurements would bias the normalisation and should be removed before normalisation. It was suggested that QC should be applied at several stages of
the analyses but this was not implemented by any of the groups. Although QC was widely debated during the workshop, we did not define a ‘best practise’ for QC, although we can make a recommendation to evaluate the effect of various levels of spot editing. Again, the benefits of the workshop are shown by the unexpected identification of QC and data editing as critical factors for discussion and further study. Many publications concentrate on the statistical analysis of simulated or established datasets. While comparison showed that the statistics are generally well understood or accepted; how real experimental data is pre-processed remains a matter for further study.

5.2. Normalisation, significance testing and multi-gene analyses

For the normalisations, many groups removed intensity related bias (when the relationship between average intensity and the ratio between the two colour intensities is non-linear) by LOWESS (or LOESS) regression. One group did additional spatial smoothing while few groups included across-slide normalisation. The latter is emphasised in the results for the simulated data [15] as a way of making slides more comparable, especially for the noisy data in this study. The gene expression contrasts were mainly estimated using linear models or mixed linear models with various approaches to shrink the gene variance prior to significance testing. To address the multiple testing issues, most groups used some variant of the false discovery rate (FDR) but there were also some standard and novel approaches based on mixture distributions. The main problem of comparing gene lists between groups is that it could not be determined what stage of the different analysis pipelines caused the results to differ.

The only three approaches that performed very poorly in detecting differentially expressed genes in the simulated data was one approach based on fold-changes only, and two using ANOVA combined with the lowest level of normalisation – chip median correction. Because of the prominent print-tip effects in the simulated microarray data, failure to account for these will result in many spurious effects when using only chip-median correction and/or analysing fold-changes only [15].

With regards to the recent review by Allison et al. [2], the workshop echoed the points regarding the current lack of agreement in pre-processing (although the main differences were in QC rather than normalisation), in particular that fold-changes are not good criteria, and that the FDR, as well as some other novel multiple testing approaches, provide an attractive alternative to conventional multiple testing strategies. We did not address the outstanding questions
on image processing algorithms because we only used results from a single processing algorithm for the workshop.

The multi-gene analyses were too diverse for a meaningful comparison although some trends are described by Sørensen et al. [14]. Those analyses that were aimed at assigning biological meaning to the differentially expressed genes were hampered by the limited annotation that was available for the clones on the microarray. This will improve over time with the ongoing annotation of the cow genome sequence.

5.3. Recommendations

While the participants agreed that the workshop had been very useful, we also debated recommendations for potential future workshops on the same topic. The following recommendations were made: (1) Provide different levels of pre-processed data for different analyses. You can provide raw image files to compare image processing algorithms, while you also provide normalised data to compare different models to obtain gene lists or to compare different clustering approaches. Likewise, when comparing bioinformatics tools for the biological interpretation of microarray results, you provide a pre-set common gene list, preferably for a model species with good bioinformatics resources. (2) Ask participants to analyse specific contrasts or scenarios. For the present workshop, we gave real data on 48 slides as well as experimental details, but the participants could decide on what part of the data they would use and what contrasts they would estimate. (3) Simulate microarrays that are more similar to real data and if possible, include a range of gene effects and variances as well as a correlation structure among genes. (4) Because of limited presentation time at the workshop, some details of the analyses were missed, in particular analyses that were initially done, but not carried further. One option is to have a pre-meeting participant survey that includes what approaches were tested and how they performed. Other ways of having a more uniform reporting structure among groups may also benefit the comparisons.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The workshop succeeded in its main aim of sharing expertise and experience among statisticians and biologists using microarrays in livestock research. At least one group used it as a starting point to re-visit their own data analysis pipeline in the view of analyses and expectations of other groups. Furthermore, the three companion papers with details on the various analyses and results will
provide pointers for colleagues in the wider community regarding the options available for microarray analyses [9, 14, 15].

While a direct comparison of results between groups remained challenging, it was extremely useful to discuss microarray analyses on the basis of two common data sets. In many conferences or workshops, participants only present their own data and hence any conclusions about methods cannot be separated from the experiments to which these methods were applied. The joint analyses of the same data that was done during the workshop will also have added value to the original experiment. Furthermore, the workshop is not an endpoint but the starting point of new collaborations among researchers analysing microarray data but also between these researchers and biologists that ultimately give meaning to the results.
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